Compliance with oral corticosteroids during steroid trials in chronic airways obstruction
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Abstract

Background — Corticosteroid trials are an important part of the assessment of patients with chronic airways obstruction, but false negative results will occur if the treatment is not taken. To determine compliance low dose phenobarbitone has been used as a marker.

Methods — Thirty six patients referred to a chest clinic for assessment of their airways obstruction were studied. They were instructed to take eight capsules (each containing 5 mg prednisolone and 0·5 mg phenobarbitone) per day for two weeks. The response was assessed by home peak flow monitoring and clinic spirometric tests. Plasma phenobarbitone levels were measured after the trial to enable calculation of the dose to plasma concentration ratio (level to dose ratio, LDR) and the result was compared with the reference range for fully compliant individuals.

Results — Five patients defaulted from follow up, 23 had LDR values within the expected range, and eight had low LDR values consistent with poor compliance. The nine patients with steroid responsive disease (>20% improvement in peak flow or spirometric parameters) all had LDR values in the expected range.

Conclusion — Excluding those who defaulted whose compliance must be questionable, eight (26%) patients did not fully comply with the steroid trial. Not all patients who fail to respond to a two week home steroid trial have a steroid “unresponsive” disease.
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A corticosteroid trial is an integral part of the assessment of chronic airways obstruction. Such trials are usually performed with short courses of oral prednisolone and the assessment is based upon changes in twice daily peak flow recordings and/or spirometric parameters at the start and end of the trial. A 20% improvement over baseline peak flow or forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV₁) is usually accepted as a positive response.¹

For the trial to be effective compliance is essential; if patients take some or none of the steroid tablets a false negative trial may result. Measurements of compliance that rely on interview or tablet count underestimate non-compliance. Therapeutic drug monitoring is one of the best methods of monitoring compliance but is available for only a few drugs and is limited by individual pharmacokinetic variations, with serum concentrations sometimes reflecting recent drug ingestion.²

An alternative method of assessing compliance is by using low dose phenobarbitone which has little interindividual and intra-individual pharmacokinetic variation.³ The long half life leads to predictable steady state plasma concentrations after two weeks of regular therapy which cannot be achieved by ingestion of a few tablets before a clinic visit.⁴ The low dose of phenobarbitone used has no discerning sedative effects and does not appreciably induce hepatic enzymes.⁵

By using low doses of phenobarbitone as a marker we have examined compliance during trials of oral corticosteroids for the assessment of chronic airways obstruction.

Methods

With ethical committee approval, patients with chronic airways obstruction referred for further investigation of breathlessness were recruited, provided they had not previously undergone a steroid trial. Patients attended the clinic between 09.00 and 11.00 hours; spirometric values were measured with a dry wedge spirometer (Vitalograph, UK) and patients were instructed on how to perform twice daily peak flow measurements on charts which contained explicit written instructions. The need for steroids to assess reversibility, importance in planning future treatment, and their short term use and few side effects under these conditions were explained in detail to the patient. They were not told that their compliance was being assessed.

The study medication was 5 mg prednisolone and 0·5 mg phenobarbitone combined in a capsule and patients were asked to take eight capsules each morning for two weeks (40 mg prednisolone, 4 mg phenobarbitone daily). After 14 days the patients returned to the clinic with their peak flow charts and 10 ml of venous blood was taken and spirometric values were again measured. The serum was separated and frozen for subsequent batch analysis of plasma phenobarbitone levels by high performance liquid chromatography. A 20% or greater increase in either peak flow measurements over the first day or FEV₁ was taken as a positive result.

Based on the patient’s clinical weight, the ratio of the plasma concentration to phenobarbitone dose was calculated to give the level to dose ratio (LDR) defined as: plasma
phenobarbitone concentration (mg/l)/phenobarbitone dose (mg/kg). The LDR for the study patients was calculated and compared with the reference range of 7.8–14 obtained from studies in compliant healthy individuals.

Results
Thirty six patients (20 men) of median age 64 years (range 37–78) were recruited. Five patients (four men) defaulted on follow up at day 14 and, as phenobarbitone levels, peak flow measurements, and spirometric values were not obtained, they were excluded from the analysis. Of the remaining 31 patients nine used bronchodilators alone, two inhaled steroids, and nine patients used both. The mean (SD) baseline spirometric values were: FEV1 1.1 (0.59) l/s, FVC 2.0 (0.86) l, and the mean (SD) FEV1/FVC ratio was 0.55 (0.1).

Nine patients (29%) had steroid responsive disease (defined as a 20% or greater increase in either peak flow or FEV1), with three patients responding on both measurements. Four patients increased their peak flow measurements with a median improvement of 90 l/min (36%) over the baseline peak flow measurements. Eight patients increased their FEV1, with a median improvement of 0.23 l/s (31%) from the baseline value.

The calculated LDR for the phenobarbitone showed very low values in two patients (one man) suggesting they had taken little of the prescribed medication (figure). A further six patients (four men) had values well below the expected range, consistent with partial compliance. None of the patients with low LDR values had a positive steroid response. In contrast, the nine patients who were steroid responsive had LDR values in the fully compliant range (χ² 4.4; p<0.05).

Discussion
We have attempted to assess compliance with oral prednisolone in patients with airways obstruction by using phenobarbitone as a marker. Despite stressing the short term nature of the steroid administration, its benefits in future treatment, and the few side effects, we found that eight of 31 patients failed to comply as determined by their LDR value. Furthermore, five patients failed to return to the clinic so their compliance was also open to question.

The reference LDR range of 7.8–14 is based upon data from fully compliant normal volunteers between the ages of 20 and 50 years. It is possible that the reference range is a little higher for those over 50 years which could underestimate the number of partial compliers.

The information which should be given to patients during “informed consent” is a matter for consideration. The aim of this study was to obtain information on compliance during steroid trials in clinical practice so compliance was not discussed when consent for the study was obtained as it would probably have influenced the patients' tablet ingestion. Ethical committee approval was obtained for this approach as the study met the other criteria which allowed this information to be withheld from the patient.

Poor compliance with medication is becoming increasingly appreciated and may be a greater problem with drugs perceived to be harmful. Our study suggests that patients with airways obstruction a negative result does not necessarily imply "unresponsiveness".
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